ENERGY FREEDOM
Generate and store your own
power and never worry about
another electricity bill again

NurPower

Stima AC/DC
Nur Power Stima AC/DC is a plug and play system designed for portable and integrated
home power system capable of lighting an entire house throughout the night and
providing all baseload power including Fridge, Portable Oven, fans TVs etc. The system is
fully integrated and ready to use straight out of the box. It comes with a powerful
advanced LifePo4 battery of 50ahr,

FEATURES

Efficient reliable long-lasting lithium battery
technology (LifePo4)
Integrated and Scalable Systems
Plug and Play system design
Maintenance Free systems
2 Year manufacture warranty
Intelligent battery management technology

Optional
WiFi Integration

Optional
Pay As You Go`

Up-to
30 LED bulbs

NurPower

Residential & Business ESS
Nur Power Residential ESS is an all-in-one integrated residential energy storage system.
Using long-life Lithium Iron-Phosphate batteries, it can store up to 10 kWh of energy
from either the solar panels or grid, and it can output 5kW of AC electricity
Never pay for another electricity bill again and never worry about a potential electricity
outage either. NurPower’s flexible payment plan gives you the power to control your
electricity

ENERGY SECURITY AND INDEPENDENCE
(2.5-10kWh)
FEATURES

Plug and Play system
Modular LifePo4 battery design (up
to 5 modules of 2.56kWh each)
- Increase as required
Easily replace battery modules without switching
off machine.
Long life battery with 10-year design life
Never lose power supply in emergency
Real-time remote monitoring and control
through Wi-Fi

Optional
Pay As You Go`

NurPower

Commercial ESS
Increase your profit by reducing your electricity bill expense, don’t pay for expensive
unreliable electricity and never use a generator again. NurPower’s flexible payment plan
gives you the power to control your electricity.
Nur Power Commercial Energy Storage System is a 3-in-1 integrated hybrid system
consisting of solar controller, inverter and AC charger with up-to 150kWhr of LifePo4
batteries. It is designed for medium to large-size commercial solar energy storage
applications. Depending upon customer’s specific needs, we can provide both off-grid
and on-grid energy storage solutions.

ENERGY SECURITY AND INDEPENDENCE
(20-120kWh)
FEATURES

Wide MPPT range: 420~850V
MPPT efficiency - up to 99.8%
3-phase output isolation transformer supporting
100% unbalanced load
Hot-swap MPPT modules, flexible
configuration and expansion
Front access, easy for installation and
maintenance
Integrated design, less initial investment and
reduction in carbon footprint,
lower maintenance cost and electricity cost.
through Wi-Fi

Optional
Pay As You Go`
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